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Join in the fun with “Say and Do”® Artic Bingo!
Suitable for ages 3 and up and can be played by 2–6 players.

Contents:
 • 12 bingo boards printed front and back. This gives you 6 initial, 6 medial, 6 final, and 6 combo   
      playing boards.
 • 96 riddle calling cards in divider tray.
 • Bingo chips (assorted colors).

Object of the game:
     Be the first player to get five chips in a row on the bingo board whether across, down, or diagonally.

Getting ready to play:
      Separate the riddle calling cards. Sort them and place them in divider tray according to 
 sound position.

How to play:
  1. Decide which sound and position your students need. The boards are color-coded:    
    Green (initial), Red (medial), Purple (final), and Blue (initial/medial/final combo).
  2.  Pass out boards and bingo chips.
  3. Players cover the free space with a chip.
  4. The caller shuffles the calling cards that match the chosen board position and puts them face   
    down in a pile.
  5. The caller draws one card from the pile and reads the riddle and lets the players guess the   
    answer, or just the word can be read aloud. It’s okay to show the card picture to the players.
  6. The players locate the matching picture on their bingo board then cover that picture with a chip.
  7. The first player to cover five pictures in a row across, down, or diagonally calls out “Artic Bingo!”
    This person is the winner.

Variations:
 • Use the calling cards to teach classification. Have the students sort them in categories. (Example:  
    animals, food, etc.).
 • Have the students place their bingo boards on the floor. Take turns tossing bingo chips onto the  
    boards. Use the pictures the chips land on in a story.


